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Birthday Boy
Just like clowns, magicians and dancing dogs, Santa is a
great entertainer. At Jesus' birthday party his friends are
captured by the entertainer and they forget the real
reason for Christmas. But what happens when they are
forgotten on their own birthdays? The 25th of December
is Jesus' birthday, and like every boy and girl on their
special day, Jesus deserves to be the centre of attention.
Great gift for one year old boy. A really cute birthday
book with sweet and simple rhymes, and cute and silly
pictures. "You might have cotAdd a personalized book
with his name. Copy and past theton candy...and you
might play on the slide! Or maybe a nice puppet show, if
you all stay inside. They'll bring balloons and
presents...and there might just be a clown! And some of
your good buddies will be jumping up and down!" Add a
personalized book with your child's name. Copy and
paste the following address into your browser to go to my
facebook page. You can search for your child's name
there and it will link you back to the Amazon listing. https:
//www.facebook.com/pg/sneakysnailstories/shop/?ref=pa
ge_internal If you would like to see some sample pages,
copy the following web address paste it into your
browser. http: //www.bookemon.com/read-book/661681
(Make sure you come back!) Better than a birthday card,
get them a book! It's sure to make them smile. See all of
my other Sneaky Snail Stories by searching for "Sally
Helmick North." I have lots of cute stories to choose
from.
The Office Organizer: The Office Organizer is a to-do list
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notepad for tracking daily activities, events, and errands.
Helps you track and remember all your daily goals. Todo list and note. You will actually look forward to
scheduling your day. The perfect gift for people who
need to organize themselves on a daily, weekly, or
monthly basis and especially for people who like to
journal. Anyone can use this to get to grips with what
they want to accomplish. This planner journal makes
organizing your life a whole lot easier, order yours today.
Exterior Details: Unique Matte Cover Perfect Bound Size
6" x 9" Grab this book for yourself or a friend today!
A vocabulary-building story about dogs engaged in every
imaginable type of activity.
The dramatic, fictionalized account of Robert Falcon
Scott’s famed and fatal expedition to Antarctica by one
of Britain’s best-loved authors. Departing from Cardiff in
1910, the Terra Nova entered dark waters and headed
south. On board were Petty Officer Edgar “Taff” Evans,
Dr. Edward “Uncle Bill” Wilson, Capt. Robert Falcon
“Con” Scott, Lt. Henry Robertson “Birdie” Bowers, and
Capt. Lawrence Edward “Titus” Oates. Through an
imaginative yet historically accurate retelling of the
crew’s mission to become the first explorers to reach the
South Pole—and with each of the book’s five chapters
narrated from the unique perspective of one of these
men—author Beryl Bainbridge imbues a tragic and
thrilling adventure story with profound psychological,
metaphysical, and emotional insight. The first three
chapters of The Birthday Boys—recounted by Evans,
Wilson, and Scott, respectively—tell of the preparations
and fundraising required for the journey, two stopovers in
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Madeira and South Trinidad Island, and the difficult
conditions the expedition faces when they land on
Antarctica. It is Wilson who first fears for the safety of the
crew, when from atop the ship’s crow’s-nest he spies a
fantastical half-man-half-bird creature flying above the
sea. The doctor is certain this apparition is a harbinger of
death. Troubles then ensue when Scott sets up a base
camp at Cape Evans as well as several depots in the
direction of the South Pole. The motor sledge breaks
down almost immediately, several ponies are lost to the
harsh elements, and it is revealed that a competing polar
expedition led by Norwegian explorer Roald Amundsen
is already well ahead of Scott’s team. In the final two
chapters—told by Bowers and Oates—readers are taken
on a dangerous but spectacular detour to a penguin
rookery, where the men witness gorgeous auroras, build
an igloo, gather eggs, and slaughter the arctic birds for
their blubber. When a violent blizzard hits, it looks as if
no one will make it out alive. But brotherly love in the
face of all odds gives the men the power to survive, and
the five heroes set off on their final march to the South
Pole. Though history has already revealed the
catastrophic end of this tale, Bainbridge shows us the
bravery, courage, and humanity essential to the
adventure. Masterfully blurring the boundaries between
fact and fiction, The Birthday Boys is a compelling
historical biography that challenges readers to discover
truths that can only be reached through the imagination.
This ebook features an illustrated biography of Beryl
Bainbridge including rare images from the author’s
estate.
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On Brother Bear's eighth birthday, Sister Bear realizes
that she loves her big brother even though he is a
troublemaker.
Marshal disobeys his mother and father causing pain
and confusion for all involved.

A baby's first birthday is a special celebration to be
remembered! Filled with all sorts of birthday fun for
little ones, this engaging board book with touch-andfeel elements introduces Baby to all the wonderful
delights of a birthday party!
"When something special...something good – or bad
– happens to you, note the date. Years later...maybe
more, maybe less...on that same date, something
else will happen. I’m not saying what. It could be
good. It could be bad. But it’ll be something you’ll
remember. Note the date. It could be the same day
and/or the same month. And if it is the same day
and/or the same month, it is a date of fate."
For their twelfth birthday Willow's mom is planning a
combined birthday party for Willow and her twin
brother, Winston--boys and girls will both be invited
for a Halloween masquerade, but soon the games
threaten to get out of hand.
From the famed publisher and poet, author of the
million-copy-selling collection A Coney Island of the
Mind, his literary last will and testament -- part
autobiography, part summing up, part Beat-inflected
torrent of language and feeling, and all magical. "A
volcanic explosion of personal memories, political
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rants, social commentary, environmental jeremiads
and cultural analysis all tangled together in one
breathless sentence that would make James Joyce
proud. . ." --Ron Charles, The Washington Post In
this unapologetically unclassifiable work Lawrence
Ferlinghetti lets loose an exhilarating rush of
language to craft what might be termed a closing
statement about his highly significant and productive
99 years on this planet. The "Little Boy" of the title is
Ferlinghetti himself as a child, shuffled from his
overburdened mother to his French aunt to foster
childhood with a rich Bronxville family. Service in
World War Two (including the D-Day landing),
graduate work, and a scholar gypsy's vagabond life
in Paris followed. These biographical reminiscences
are interweaved with Allen Ginsberg-esque high
energy bursts of raw emotion, rumination, reflection,
reminiscence and prognostication on what we may
face as a species on Planet Earth in the future. Little
Boy is a magical font of literary lore with allusions
galore, a final repository of hard-earned and durable
wisdom, a compositional high wire act without a net
(or all that much punctuation) and just a gas and an
inspiration to read.
Almanzo Wilder celebrates his birthday by breaking
in a pair of calves and sledding on his new sled.
A special book for all September birthday
girls.Written and fabulously brought to life by
renowned illustrator Heath McKenzie.
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A brief, simplified retelling of the episode in "Tom
Sawyer" in which Tom learns a lesson about honesty
on his brother's birthday.
Zebra Birthday Guest Book Looking for the cutest Birthday
Guest Book? This is the one!. Our adorably-themed
guestbook offers: * 1 single-sided page per Guest to write
their Name, Address, Birthday Wishes & Special Message to
the Parents * Space to stick your favorite Birthday's pictures *
BONUS 5 gift log pages at the back of the book * A Beautiful
artistic softcover * High-quality thick binding with durable
white paper * Square format 8.5 x 8.5 It makes it the perfect
keepsake with memories and beautiful words from friends
and family, to cherish for years to come
Tess and Danny go to a birthday party for a boy who's turning
one.
Lined 6x9 journal. This is the perfect and inexpensive
birthday gift for kids to doodle, sketch, put stickers, or take
notes in.
Are you looking for a unique birthday gift for boys and girls?
Grab this 120 page blank page birthday journal today and
create your own personal time capsule for your kids. Their
little friends can write messages inside or draw pictures for
their special birthday friend. Your child will love looking back
when they were five to see who was at their birthday. It is a
great way to capture birthday messages from grandparents
and loved ones. Pull it out every birthday until it is filled and
then grab another. Also makes an easy way to track who
gave what gift so you can teach your child the value of saying
thanks. We have numerous birthday memory books to
choose from.
A boy who was born on Halloween, sees nothing wrong with
wearing costumes all year long. Although his parents are not
thrilled with his talent for tailoring, the challenge arises when
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he is expected to make a costume for a contest. Will Leon
rise to the occasion or will he be spooked?
Great birthday present, big bright personal book with
watercolor illustrations to send to your Birthday Boy instead of
a card! It's a great personal book for your child with rhythmic
rhyme expresses all the loving things that parents think of
when they look at their children. You can expect a colorful
romp full of lovely fun that is all about YOU, YOUR KID and
YOUR FAMILY! Children are encouraged to be kind, clever,
and bold, to take care of the small, and to help things grow.
The watercolor pictures are so unique, soft, precious and
warm. You can pause long to absorb the beauty and details
of each illustration. The children in the story are drawn with
such care and each one is so individual and incredible. There
are cute children of many ethnicities playing, riding, fishing,
and sharing together. This big bright book could very well be
a major high light of a very happy and successfully celebrated
birthday. The inside cover page has a perfect space for
writing a dedication message. Your guests can sign the book.
Each page has special messages written to your Birthday Boy
that he can cherish forever. This joyful rhyme is about the
things that make you unique! It's the essential birthday gift for
ages one to 101! We hope this is a story book you will injoy
and long to share with every other child you hold dear. Scroll
up and click 'Buy now' to grab this best "Birthday Book!" for
your special Birthday Boy ages 1,2,3,4,5, ...!
Lily and Ian’s families come to Frederickport to celebrate
Connor’s first Birthday. Bringing the in-laws together is not
always easy, especially when uninvited guests from the spirit
realm show up.

A hilarious rollercoaster ride of pure entertainment for 9+
readers everywhere, Birthday Boy is the new Baddiel
Blockbuster: featuring David’s inimitable and awardPage 7/9
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winning combination of wish-fulfilment, heart and hilarity,
all brought to life by regular collaborator Jim Field’s
witty, stylish illustrations.
Are you still looking for an awesome birthday present?
Cute and funny birthday gift idea for Birthday Boys.
Children excitedly discuss the details of their upcoming
birthdays.
Birthday is a day that we always waiting for because
birthday is a time when a person acknowledges the
anniversary of his or her birth. Celebrating your birthday
is a way to thank God that He allowed you to be born
and to see another's birthday. So, give this Birthday
Months Notebook as a gift for your special ones to
remind them that they are special no matter what they
aged! This Birthday Months Themed Notebook can be
used as a journal, travel notebook, diary, business /
office notebook, gift, school journal, daily planner or
organizer, etc. - Perfectly sized at 6" x 9" - 120 pages Softcover Bookbinding - Flexible Paperback
Birthday Boy I'm 10 Years Old Gifts 10th Birthday T-Shirt
notebook
1st birthday guest book, to guests to share their well
wishes.
This beautifully designed customised journal will make
the perfect gift for you or your loved ones as a cute
birthday journal.Cute Paper 6*9 Inch With 100 Pages
Notebook For Writing Daily Routine, Journal and Hand
Note. This is a journal lined notebook (lined front and
back). Simple and elegant. 100 pages, high quality cover
and (6 x 9) inches in size. Features - Unique design Great for class, use as a journal, notebook, diary,
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planner, and much more - 100 ruled pages of lined paper
- High-quality paper - Professionally designed thick cover
- Perfect for gel, pen, ink, marker or pencils - 6" x 9"
dimensions; portable size for school, home or traveling Printed on White Paper - Perfect birthday gift for men,
women, brother or sister.
Our Scorpio Notebook Journal Planner is perfect for any
birthday boy throwing or attending a thanksgiving party. It
features the cool illustration of a scorpion.
Part of the "Twisters" series, which are first reading books
made up of real stories with a beginning, a middle and an
end, and turn-the-page appeal. Accompanied by bright,
colourful pictures, which help develop visual literacy skills,
this title features a birthday party and all the friends have
arrived.
Being a twin has its perks (especially when your twin is a
boy). This year, Willow and Winston are holding their first
ever co-ed birthday party, and everyone in class is invited.
This means Win’s cute friend Jacob is on the guest list.
Willow’s pumped that her crush will be coming over and gets
the Sleepover Girls to help her plan a party that’s all kinds of
awesome! But even the best-laid plans can go awry. Jacob
seems to like Ashley, and mean girls Franny and Zoe are
driving Willow nuts. Can the birthday girl pull it together and
throw a memorable party, or will her birthday be a complete
bust?
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